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At first glance, it could
be a picture taken nearGlobal
ly anywhere: silhouCulture
ettes of young men
lined up along the
shoreline, lifting their cell phones into the night sky, as if they were beacons for a passing ship.
But John Stanmeyer’s photograph
of African migrants in Djibouti City
raising their phones in an attempt
to catch an inexpensive signal from
neighboring Somalia so they can communicate with their families captures
the daily reality of a displaced population desperately seeking stability in
an instable environment. The caption
explains that “Djibouti is a common
stop-off for migrants in transit from
countries such as Somalia, Ethiopia
and Eritrea seeking a better life in Europe and the Middle East.”
The photo, which was the winner of the 2014 World Press Photo of
the Year Award, was taken by the U.S.
photojournalist while on assignment
for National Geographic and conveys
both desperation and hope.
“It’s a photo that is connected to
so many other stories – it opens up
discussions about technology, globalization, migration, poverty, desperation, alienation, humanity,” explained
Jillian Edelstein, a World Press Photo
(WPP) Jury member from South Africa. “It’s a very sophisticated, powerfully nuanced image. It is so subtly done,
so poetic, yet instilled with meaning,
conveying issues of great gravity and
concern in the world today.”
Stanmeyer’s photograph and 129
other winners of the WPP competition are currently on display at the
Franz Mayer Museum in downtown
Mexico City.
The 2014 top winning photo
comes as a sight for sore eyes after
the 2013 first prize photo.
Last year’s winner, an image by
Paul Hansen, showed a group of men
carrying two dead brothers through
the streets in Gaza City, in route to
the funeral. Their father lay behind
them on a stretcher and their mother was in intensive care. It was an intense and moving image, but also a
very heavy one.
In fact, this year’s contest has a
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much lighter feel overall, compared
to the 2013 edition. Although World
Press Photo never lacks blood and
gore in the news categories, this year’s
photographs appear significantly
tamer than the year before. The 2013
exhibition placed heavy emphasis on
Middle Eastern conflicts, Syria in particular. The 2014 winners feature photo stories on a broad range of topics,
including nudist colonies and bonobo monkeys.
“Many people associate the World
Press Photo exhibition with only
hard, explicit and bloody photography, but it’s not only about that,” said
Laurens Korteweg, curator of World
Press Photo 2014. “It’s just about good
photography. What we try to do with
the exhibition is show people a good
example of uncensored journalism.
We believe that is what is needed,”
But it’s no secret that World Press
Photo winning images are usually
tearjerkers in some way. The 2012
edition featured an image by Samuel Aranda of a veiled Muslim mother cradling her son after he was injured in a demonstration in Yemen.
The 2011 winner was a portrait by

Jodi Bieber of a young Afghani girl
disfigured by her husband after she
tried to flee.
This year’s batch also includes its
fair share of violence.
There is an aerial view of a woman
and her two children huddled together on the floor hiding from the gunmen who opened fire at the Nairobi
Westgate shopping mall in September
2013 and a powerful portrait of a desperate young woman in Bangui, Central African Republic, mourning the
death of a relative slaughtered by an
armed Muslim group while he slept.
There are also portraits of two
young Iranians taking comfort in
the arms of their executioners moments before they are hung for stabbing a man and stealing a bag worth
less than $50 and an ominous picture
of a Syrian bombmaker at his craft in
Aleppo.
But the beauty of nature is also
included in the collection with stirring shots of a flock of guillemots flying over Norway and two loan wolves
trekking across the desert snow in
northwest China.
“We are only a vehicle that

transmits the stories of the photographers to the people. Sure, it’s just
a job, but it’s a very important one.
If we close our eyes we aren’t going
to change anything,” Korteweg said.
Mexican photographer Christopher Vanegas was awarded third
prize in the contemporary issues category for his photo of victims of organized crime in Saltillo, Coahuila. The
dead bodies were hung from a bridge
in the early hours of the morning so
that residents and students in the adjacent high school could see them as
they commuted to work and school.
“This photograph isn’t about
showing blood or executions,” said
Vanegas. “It’s about showing a reality in Mexico that should not be
censored.”
Northern Mexico in particular
has been plagued by drug violence
since the start of the drug war in
2006, with journalists being a main
target for cartels. They are victims
of kidnapping, disappearances and
murder, often covering the deaths of
their colleagues.
“It was a very difficult situation for
journalism in Saltillo a few years ago,”

Vanegas said. “Organized crime was
always watching. That’s why it’s important to show this. It’s important
to address these issues and to see
what we can do as journalists and
as a society. As journalists, we have
the responsibility to inform society
of what’s happening and give them
an objective point of view, so they
can judge for themselves and decide
how to act.”.
But for Vanegas, the photo also hit
a personal note.
“I was born in Saltillo,” he said. “I
grew up in Saltillo. My parents live
in Saltillo, my kids, my girlfriend and
my friends live in Saltillo. For me, it’s
difficult to see a group of people terrorize our city.”
Vanegas also commented on the
issue of self-censorship in Mexico: “Like the photo, the bandages
in Mexico aren’t only covering the
blood or the bodies,” he said. “They
are covering the eyes, too. So many
people are covering their eyes. They
know there are drug traffickers.
They know there is a war. But they
don’t want to see it or do anything to
change it.”

It’s a photo that
is connected to
so many other
stories – it opens
up discussions
about technology,
globalization,
migration,
poverty,
desperation,
alienation,
humanity
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Vanegas went on to say that most
people only see what they want to
see.
“They hear what they want to
hear,” he said. “I am just doing a job.”
Vanegas’s photo is not the first depiction of Mexican drug violence to
win in World Press Photo. Pedro Pardo also won third prize in contemporary issues in 2012 for his image of
six corpses found inside a taxi in the
beach town of Acapulco, Guerrero.
This year’s exhibition features
photos from 53 photographers from
25 different countries.
World Press Photo received over
98,000 submissions by more than
5,700 photographers – a record number of entries for the photo competition, now in its 57th year. Categories
include sport news, daily life, contemporary issues and nature.
World Press Photo is a nonprofit
organization founded in 1955 in Amsterdam with the prime objective of
supporting professional press photography on an international scale.
WPP hosts a yearly exhibition of
the best press photography, considered to be the most prestigious global
award for photojournalism. The organization also offers workshops and
seminars to promote photojournalism around the world.
To maintain integrity, judges are
independent of World Press Photo.
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